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Open Distributed Systems (ODS) evolve dynamically
and components of ODS interact with an environment that
is not under their control. Managing change efficiently
is critical to the effective deployment of applications ex-
ecuting in such environments; reflection helps deal with
the need for flexibility. A wide range of protocols and
activities must execute concurrently and non-disruptively,
and must share resources. In order to avoid resource con-
flicts, deadlocks, inconsistencies and incorrect execution
semantics, the underlying resource management system
must ensure that the concurrent system activities compose
in a correct manner. In this position paper, we discuss
our experiences in developing system level behaviors in
the context ofCompOSEjQ, a QoS-enabled compos-
able middleware framework and outline key challenges
in the development of formally verifiable middleware for
next generation highly distributed and customizable ap-
plications.

Ensuring correctness in a purely reflective environ-
ment involves reasoning about system level interactions
by characterizing the semantics of shared distributed re-
sources, and the understanding of what correctness of the
overall system means. We have earlier developed the
TLAM [11, 12], a two-level model of distributed compu-
tation based on Actors, a model of concurrent objects; the
TLAM supports dynamic customizability and separation
of concerns in designing and reasoning about components
of ODS. In the TLAM, a system is composed of two kinds
of actors, base actors and meta actors, distributed over
a network of processing nodes. Base level actors carry
out application level computation, while meta-actors are
part of the runtime system which manages system re-
sources and controls the runtime semantics of the base

level. Meta-actors communicate with each other via mes-
sage passing as do base level actors, but meta-actors may
also examine and modify the state of the base actors lo-
cated on the same node. The model abstracts from the
choice of a specific programming language or system ar-
chitecture, providing a framework for reasoning about
heterogeneous systems. The framework has a very natural
representation in rewriting logic [4, 6]. A one level frame-
work (called actor theories), restricted to purely base-level
systems has been developed and applied to specification
and reasoning about actor systems and languages [5, 9].

The two-level architecture naturally extends to multi-
ple levels, with each level manipulating the level below
while being protected from manipulation by lower levels.
In practice, however, expressing a computation in terms of
multiple meta-levels becomes unwieldy. A purely reflec-
tive architecture provides an unbounded number of meta-
levels with a single basic mechanism. The formal verifi-
cation of interaction semantics between the different lay-
ers in the reflective hierarchy can be quite complex. The
challenge here is to develop easy to use principles for har-
nessing the power of reflection and avoiding the potential
chaos that is possible with its unrestricted use.

In other reflective models for distributed object compu-
tation [7, 2, 1], an object is represented by multiple mod-
els allowing behavior to be described at different levels
of abstraction and from different points of view. In each
model the behavior of an object is described by a metas-
pace that consists of meta objects representing the differ-
ent models/aspects (e.g. encapsulation, environment) and
each meta object sees and acts on one base level object.
In the TLAM, each meta actor can examine and modify
the behavior of a group of base level actors – namely
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those located on the same node. While some instances
of the TLAM may have the many-to-one organization of
the multiple model frameworks, the more flexible relation
seems appropriate when considering resource manage-
ment facilities that involve manipulation of collections of
base level actors. Other work on using reflective ORBs to
customize resource management behavior, e.g. schedul-
ing is reported in [8].

The TLAM uses reification (base object state as data at
the meta object level) and reflection (modification of base
object state by meta objects) with support for implicit in-
vocation of meta objects in response to changes of base
level state. This provides for debugging, monitoring, and
other hooks. For instance, the TLAM framework has been
used to formally specify and reason about an event-based
logging service for distributed messaging. The TLAM
provides for full actor-style interaction of meta level ob-
jects; we are currently looking into providing restricted
support for theexplicit invocation of meta objects by base
objects. Our earlier work has focused on defining a rig-
orous mathematical semantics and on using this seman-
tics to develop concepts and methods for expressing and
reasoning about properties of ODS and their components.
To reason about middleware, we give TLAM specifica-
tions of the resource management algorithms at different
levels of abstraction. Service level specifications express
requirements on global system behavior, while behavior
level specifications express requirements on individualac-
tors or collections of actors. The two levels are related
by the notion of a group of actors providing a service.
Each form of specification itself may be refined in various
ways. Such refinements generally correspond to design
decisions related to the choice of a class of distributed al-
gorithms for implementing the service.

To manage the complexity of reasoning about mul-
tiple middleware components and services, we identify
three keycore servicesprovided by meta-actors where
non-trivial base-meta interactions occur - remote cre-
ation, distributed snapshots and directory services. Us-
ing the core services, we define other metalevel services
and specify properties such as functionality, quality-of-
service and non-interference requirements in terms of
purely meta-level interactions, which are more easily ex-
pressed and understood, although still non-trivial. TheCompOSEjQ framework (See Fig 1), currently being
developed at the University of California, Irvine imple-
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Figure 1: Architecture of theCompOSEjQ System.
The dotted lines indicate the flow of an incoming request
through the middleware modules.

ments the basic TLAM metaarchitecture with additional
features to support a reflective communication layer for
actor interaction. WithinCompOSEjQ, we have de-
veloped (from formally verifiable specifications) resource
management services such as remote creation, migration
and reachability snapshot and ensured their safe composi-
tion.

The remote creation core service allows a meta-actor
to create a base-level subsystem on a remote node. It
has been used as the basis for services such as migra-
tion and replication in a distributed system. Schedul-
ing mechanisms use the basic remote creation core ser-
vice for object scheduling(that assigns newly created ob-
jects/actors on nodes) and message scheduling (i.e. mes-
sages destined for existing actors). We have also defined a
reachability snapshot service that provides the capability
to record a snapshot of the base-level reachability rela-
tion. The reachability snapshot specializes the notion of
global snapshot of a distributed computation which is an
important tool for distributed programming. For instance,
we have earlier developed a distributed garbage collec-
tion algorithm for concurrent objects based on the reach-
ability snapshot. Using generalized state capture facili-
ties, we are developing a checkpointing service for captur-
ing causal orders of executions in the system that can be
used for monitoring and debugging distributed computa-
tions. A state broadcast mechanism is used to implement a



clock synchronization service, which informs nodes about
a global time value that can be used for time related ser-
vices. We are currently exploring the use of a directory
core service to develop (1) Naming and namespace man-
agement techniques used for defining routing policies and
group based communication. (2) Dynamic discovery and
location of objects using name based and attribute based
object discovery. (3) Access control and security mecha-
nisms.

In order to ensure safe and cost-effective QoS in dis-
tributed multimedia environments, composability of re-
source management services is essential. For instance,
system level protocols must not cause arbitrary delays
in the presence of timing based QoS constraints. TheCompOSEjQ framework implements QoS-based re-
source management services for distributed multimedia
systems as metalevel services in the reflective architec-
ture. To ensure QoS in highly adaptive environments,
metalevel policies must provide efficient implementations
of resource discovery protocols used for admission con-
trol, resource reservation and scheduling. We apply the
QoS broker system (See Figure 1) to implement schedul-
ing and routing of MM requests as well as placement of
MM data using a collection of multimedia resource man-
agement meta-actors providing these services and show
how to reason about their interaction [10]. We are ex-
perimenting with reflective mechanisms to provide dy-
namic resource adaptation while ensuring QoS using the
notion of events. We are currently working on usingCompOSEjQ to design reflective MM systems that en-
able the execution of dynamic QoS negotiation and rene-
gotiation policies. This implies the integration of eco-
nomic models into the metalevel infrastructure to manipu-
late cost-quality parameters/tradeoffs on the fly. Effective
implementations of such commercial applications will re-
quire the incorporation of flexible transactional semantics
into the reflective middleware layer that can be used to
ensure consistency properties and express weaker trans-
action models [3].
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